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(*) Assistance of the Kurds was indispensable to the Liberation War (1919-1922). 
According to Article 11 the gov’t in Ankara would conduct domestic & foreign policy, 
justice, national defense, int’l economic relations, matters pertaining to more then
one province, and would leave foundations, education, public health, economy, 
agriculture, public works and social assistance to provinces. 

(**) After building the monist nation-state (24 July 1923) and the authoritarian
regime (29 Oct. 1923), Kemalism declares “Turk” the official supra-identity, and bans
the Kurdish infra-identity. Afterwards, repeated military coups (1960, 71, 80, 97) 
prevent Kemalism from coming down to room-temperature: Revolution from Above 
is a single-shot gun that destroys itself if fired again. 
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(*) To fight military tutelage, AKP tries to gain legitimacy by approaching EU, carefully 
keeping its Islamism under wraps. 
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(*) Slowly eliminates coeducation in primary/secondary schools, allows religious 
attire (headscarf) for female judges and teachers, greatly increases the number of 
religious high schools (During the AKP period [2002-2014] their number grew 4,6 
fold [from 450 to 2074] and the number of their students grew 7,6 fold [from 64.534 
to 490.969] ).
(**) Rousseau’s “Volonté Générale” (General Will) is called “Milli Irade” (National 
Will) by majoritarianist Erdoğan, which he equates simply with the ballot box (so 
long as it yields favorable results).
(***) This method is easy to understand for an American citizen: Senator 
Vandenberg said to President Truman in 1947: “[to sell the idea of Cold War] Scare 
the hell out of American people!” Bush Jr’s approval rating rose from 51 % to 90 % 
after 9/11 because of security psychology. After the March 2003 invasion of Iraq, it 
rose from 58 % to 71 %.
(****) Methods used right now: Imprisonment of journalists, , confiscation of press 
issues, ordering media bosses to fire journalists, partisan mob attacks on opposition 
newspaper buildings, placing opposition media groups under the management of a 
pro-government trustees  (kayyum) (to be payed $ 37.500 a month at the expense of 
the seized media group), banning cablecasting or satellite relay of the opposition TV 
channels. The same confiscation method is being applied to holding companies of 
opponent Islamist firms related with the Gülen Movement, which is assumed to 
have disclosed serious corruption claims on December 17 and 25, 2013. This 
movement Erdoğan calls «Terrorist», although it has nothing to do with terrorism.
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(*) Soldiers, policemen, and prosecutors who stopped the trucks, and journalists
who published this news are actually in prison. 
(**) Syrian Kurds are an extension of the Kurds of Turkey and they fight ISIS which 
fights Assad. 
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(*) After AKP lost the majority in the June 7, 2015 elections, approx. 150 HDP 
building are attacked, and some burnt (see pictures below). AKP re-won majority at 
the snap elections of Nov. 1 in an atmosphere of total insecurity. 
(**) He had said in Aug. 2005: «Kurdish question is the issue of everyone in this 
nation, it is also my issue”. 
(***) See pictures below. 
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(*) After this event Erdoğan charged the Gülen Movement, a close Islamist ally until 
that time, with disclosing this scandal, and devoted himself to destroying it, calling it 
“The Parallel State”. 
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(*) At a time when Iraqi Kurds are almost independent, and Syrian Kurds almost
autonomous. 
(**) By using water canons and tear gaz in every peaceful protest, bombing PKK 
cemeteries, dragging dead bodies behind armored cars, imposing curfew on Kurdish 
towns for weeks destroying them with helicopters, tanks, and snow masked Special 
Teams (see pictures and videos below). 
(***) This not because of Erdoğan’s anti-Kurdish policy only , but also because HDP 
divides AKP votes in Kurdish areas. Unlike their fathers and grandfathers, teenage
“Young Kurds” no more consider themselves “Türkiyeli” (from Turkey). 
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